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ABSTRACT 
Every transvection A in the symplectic group Sp(2n, 9), 9 a power of an odd 
prime, is a product of transvections Ti, where all Ti are in the same conjugacy class C of 
transvections. For each transformation A we determine the length of A, i.e., we find 
the least number of transvections in C required to express A. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Every element in the symplectic group is a product of transvections. If A 
is a symplectic transformation, then the minimal number, Z(A), of transvec- 
tions needed to express A is given by the rank of A - 1, except when A is an 
involution. In this case the length Z(A) of A is one more than the rank of 
A - I (see [l]). 
In this paper we investigate symplectic groups over finite fields of charac- 
teristic not two. Then there are two conjugacy classes of transvections. If the 
field of scalars has more than three elements, we determine the length of any 
symplectic transformation with respect to transvections in one conjugacy class. 
The length (Theorem 3.5) turns out to be r(A) or r(A) + 1, where r(A) 
denotes the rank of A - 1. The latter happens if A is exceptional or if the 
invariant of A is distinct from 1. 
The existence of sporadic elements in Sp(2n, 3) shows that Theorem 3.5 
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cannot be extended to include Sp(2n, 3). In order to give the flavor of the 
difficulties which arise here, we investigate the length behavior of symplectic 
transformations of small rank in Section 4. 
2. TBANSVECTIONS, THE BASIC EQUATION, AND THE INVARIANT 
Let V be a 2n-dimensional symplectic space over a finite field F of 
characteristic not two. Then V is endowed with a skew symmetric bilinear 
form f: V x V --* F such that f( u, u) = 0 for all u E V. Further, f( u, u) = u’Ju, 
where J is a skew symmetric matrix. We assume f is regular or, equivalently, 
1 is invertible. 
For every transformation A in the symplectic group Sp(2n, 9) we define 
the fix F(A) = ker( A - I) and the path B(A) = im( A - I). Let r(A) denote 
the rank of A - I. 
For every h E F \ (0) = F* the mapping T = I + Xuu*J is called a X-trans- 
vection. Clearly TE Sp(2n, 9), and for every (Y E F* the mapping T = I + 
Xo2uvtJ is also a h-transvection. So X is determined only up to squares. There 
are exactly two conjugacy classes of transvections: one contains all X-transvec- 
tions where X is a square; the other contains all those where X is not a square. 
Let r E V \ F(A). Then Ax = TX is equivalent to x”JAx = -X-i. We call 
x tJAx = - h- ’ the basic equation. The basic equation has a solution vector x 
if and only if there is a transvection T = I + Xuut] where u = (A - Z)x, such 
that F(T-lA) 2 F(A). The proof of this claim is routine (see e.g. [2] or [3]). 
Also, in this case the trace of I’- ‘A is given by tr T- ‘A = tr A + 2 + XrtJA2r. 
We note for future reference that f(u, Au) = 0 for some A E Sp(2n, 9) and all 
u E V is equivalent to A2 = 1. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let A E Sp(2n, 9). If A = T, - * * T,., where Ti are X- 
transvections for h E F*, and if r is the smallest integer for which such a 
decomposition is possible, then r is called the X-length of A and we write 
r = !,(A). 
Let he F* and A E Sp(2n, 9) with r(A) = s. Then there are k = 2n - s 
X-transvections I’,, . . . , Tk such that r(T, * * . Tk A) = 2 n and ph( A) = det(T, 
. . - Tk A - I) + F*2 E F*/Fe2, where px( A) is independent of the X-transvec- 
tions Ti. See [4] for a proof of this claim. The value of px( A) will be called the 
X-invariant of A. Of course there are two such invariants. We note that 
ph( I) = 1 * F**. 
If T is a p-transvection for some p E F* such that dim F( T- ‘A) = 
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dim F(A) + 1, then &- ‘A) = &px( A) (see [4]). We obtain px(T) = hp * 
F*2. In particular, for X = CL we get px( T- ‘A) = px( A) and ph( T) = 1 * F*2. 
Clearly 1x( A) 2 r(A) f or every A E Sp(2n, 9); also, if p,,(A) # 1 * F*2, then 
1x( A) > r(A) (see [4, Theorem 41). 
Let a, be F*; then the equation acx2 + bb2 = e has a solution for every e 
in F (see e.g. [6, 6.251). As an im.mediate consequence we get: 
Let a, b, c E F, and assume (Y, p are indeterminates. Suppose acx2 + bf12 + 
CC-Y/~ # d(scu + t@2 for any d, s, t E F. Then acx2 + bf12 + CCYP = e has a solu- 
tkminFxFforeveryeEF. 
In other words, a quadratic form of rank two is universal. 
3. THE LENGTH OF A TRANSFORMATION 
In order to factor a symplectic transformation into X-transvections, we 
have to solve the basic equation. We investigate first when this is possible. 
Let A be a symplectic transformation. Then V is a direct sum of mutually 
orthogonal indecomposable A-invariant subspaces Vi, V = VI CB * * * CB V,.. 
Each Vi is regular. Putting A 1 Vi = Ai, we write A = A, @ * - - ED A,. and call 
this the normal form of A. The indecomposable subspaces have been deter- 
mined (see e.g. [5, in particular p. 1681). In many instances we make use of 
this decomposition of V. We shall always tacitly assume that A, carries all 
necessary information, i.e., Ai stands for a triple ( Ai, Vi, fi) where Vi is the 
space on which Ai acts and fi describes the symplectic metric on Vi. We shall 
also use the symbol Ai for the matrix describing Ai in a special coordinate 
system. Let Ji denote the matrix describing fi in this coordinate system. 
Finally, if a summand Aj is the identity on Vi, this summand will often be 
suppressed; e.g., instead of writing A = A, 8 A,, where Aj acts on Vi and A, 
is the identity on V,, we simply write A = A,. 
For c E F we shall denote the e-dimensional normal forms of transforma- 
tions in Sp(2n, 9) as follows: 
EC= (-t _y), where c#O, D,= (i c”r) where c2#1; 
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Further, 
G,E= (!j I;), ,=&(‘: -;) 
where E E F* and the polynomial x2 + CT + 1 is irreducible. 
LEMMA 3.1. Let AE Sp(2n, 9) with A # 1. Suppose the basic equation 
x”JAx = - X- ’ for sme X E F* has no solution. Then A is one of the following 
transformations: 
(I) A=T,~B -Ik@Ii,wherek+i+2=2n, 
(II) A=E,@ -IkeIi,wherek+i+2=2n, 
(III) A= -Ikeli,wherek+i=2n. 
In all cases, k, i 2 0 and k, i are euen. 
Proof. Let K E F; then clearly f( x, Ax) = K if and only if f( x, (A - 
A- ‘) X) = 2~. Now f( x, (A - A-‘) .u) is a quadratic form. The rank of the 
associated bilinear form is the rank of A2 - 1. So if the rank of A2 - I is at 
least two, the quadratic form is universal and the basic equation is solvable. 
Since A is symplectic, every summand in the normal form of A has to act on 
an even-dimensional subspace of V. If A does not have an eigenvalue + 1, 
then A2 - I has degree at least two. If A has an eigenvalue 1 or - 1 and is 
not listed in our lemma, then it either has more than one of the terms T, or E,, 
or else the minimal polynomial is divisible by (A -t I)3. In the latter case the 
Jordan decomposition of A reveals that A - I and A + 1 both have degree at 
least two. 
DEFINITION 3.1. A transformation A in Sp(2n, 9), A # I, is X-exceptional 
(X # 0) if the basic equation r”JAx = - X- ’ has no solution. 
Let A = T, CB - lk or A = E, @ - ik. Then the basic equation x ‘JAX = 
-X-l has a solution only if Xc is a square. Now Lemma 3.1 yields 
THEOREM 3.1. lf A E Sp(2 n, 9), then A is X-exceptional if and only if A is 
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conjugate to (I) or (11) where Xc #F*2, or conjugate to (III). Equivalently, 
A2 - I has rank 1 and - XxyAx 6 F*2 for all x, or A2 - 1 has rank 0. 
In order to prepare the proof of the next theorem, we look at some special 
cases. Let A E Sp(2n, q), x = ((Y, p, y, A)‘, v = (A - I) x, and T = Z + Xvvt/. 
(i) Let A = I” e E,. If Xd$F*2, or if XCE F*2, or if q > 3, then there is a 
A-transvection T such that F(T- ‘A) 2 F(A) and T-IA is not h-exceptional, 
which we shall see now. The basic equation is rtJAx = - da2 - cy2 = - X- ‘. 
If this equation has a solution CY, y. then there is a X-transvection T such that 
F(T-‘A) 2 F(A) and tr(T-‘A) = 4chy2. If we can find a solution with y # 0, 
then T- ‘A is not X-exceptional. In case Xd # F *2 the required solution exists 
obviously. If Xd E F*2 and Xc E F*2, then Td is a A-transvection and Ti ‘(Td 8 
EC) is conjugate to 1, (B E,, which is not X-exceptional. If hd E F*2 and q > 3, 
then the existence of the required solution is an immediate consequence of the 
following observation: 
Assume q > 3 and let b EF*\ Fe2. Then there is some y EF* such that 
y2 + beF*‘. 
Proof. First assume - 1 E F . *2 Then y2 + b # 0 for all y EF. So there 
are (q + I)/2 such values while there are only (q - 1)/2 nonsquares. Conse- 
quently, one of the values is a square. 
Now assume - 1 $ F*2. Suppose y2 - 1 is a nonsquare or zero for all y in 
F; then every nonsquare has this form. So for every nonsquare z the element 
z + 1 is a square. Assume y # + 1 and y is not a square (such y exists, since 
q>3).Then y+lisasquareand(y+l)(y-1)=y2-l=zisnota 
square. Hence y - 1 is not a square. But then y is a square, which contra- 
dicts our assumption. Therefore there is some y such that y2 - 1 = s is a 
square distinct from zero. Thus y2( - b) + b = s( - b) E F*2. n 
(ii) Let A = T, @ TV TV T,, and put x = (cr, /3, y, 6, t, 7)‘. Then r”JAx = 
-a2p - p&l - ,$2a zz -A-‘, xtJA2x = -2((r2/4 + y2v + zf2a) = -2X-‘, 
and tr(T-‘A) = 6. If T-IA is X-exceptional, then T- ‘A is conjugate to EC +B 1, 
and thus tr( T-IA) = 2. This is a contradiction, since char F + 2. 
(iii) Similarly, if A is conjugate to T, @ - I2 for Ap EF*~, T, CB DC, T, @ 
Cl, or E+ @ E,, the existence of a X-transvection with the desired properties is 
easily verified. 
(iv) We consider a transformation denoted by S; which will play a special 
role when q = 3. We get an indication of this in Theorem 3.2. The mapping 
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S; and the corresponding metric are given by 
where E E F* and a E F. It is easy to determine that px( S,E) = - hF*’ by 
calculating det( RS,E - I), where R = Z + Xrrf], and r = (l,O, O,O)*. Now 
x’J3Sjx = ~(ad + c+3 + 2a-y - f12) = -X-l, x’J~(S~)~X = &a2 - 2X-‘, and 
tr(T-‘S,E) = 4 + ~ha’. If 9 > 3 or if -E~$F*~, then we can choose x such 
that tr(T-‘Sj) # 0 and so ‘I’-‘Sj is not conjugate to (II). Obviously T-‘Sj 
cannot be conjugate to (I) or (III). Therefore T-lSj is not X-exceptional. 
(v) Let Zi denote the only indecomposable transformation A with eigen- 
value - 1 for which r(A) = 4: 
I-I 
xi= l -; _1 
\ 1 -1 
The invariant of X,E is &Xi) = 1 . F*2, its basic equation is x*/E; r = &(a(r2 
-2ay+cx/3+P2)= -x-l, x’~(C;)~x = .5(2&X-l + ar2), and tr(T-‘X; = 
k(r2. Choose (Y + 0; then the basic equation is solvable for y or /3 and 
tr(T- ‘z)qE) + 0; hence T- ‘YZqE is not X-exceptional. 
THEOREM 3.2. Suppose A in Sp(2n, 9) is not X-exceptional and r(A) 2 3. 
In addition, if 9 = 3, assume A is neither conjugate to ST’ nor conjugate to 
Td @ E, where hd~F*‘and h~q!F*~. 
Then there is a A-transuection T such that F( T- ‘A) 2 F( A) and T- ‘A is not 
X-exceptional. 
Proof. Clearly there are h-transvections T such that F(T-‘A) 1 F(A). 
We show that we can choose T so that T- ‘A is not X-exceptional. 
Suppose for some T, 
T-IA = -Zk @ Ii. (1) 
Then r(A) = r + 1 and k + 1 2 dim F( - A) 2 k - 1 z 1. Since k is even, 
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we conclude that A is conjugate to T, @ - I, where t 2 2 and k E F*‘, or A 
is conjugate to Td $ E, e - It where t 2 0. By (iii) and (i), respectively, there 
is some h-transvection S such that F(S-‘A) ) F(A) and S-rA is not X-excep- 
tional. 
Suppose for some T, T- ‘A is conjugate to 
T, e - lk @ li (2) 
or 
Put F(-A) = We rad F(-A), and assume W # (0). 
Since ytJAy = 0 for all y E F( -A), th ere is a solution x for the basic 
equation rt]Ax = - X- ’ such that x 4 W A . Hence there is a X-transvection S 
such that F( S-‘A) 1 F(A) and F( - S-‘A) s F( - A), since r # W L implies 
F(-A) q F(S), whence B(S) fl B(-A) = {0), so F(-S-‘A) = F(S) fl F(-A) 
s F(-A). Choosing XEW~ provides a X-transvection R such that F( R- ‘A) 
#F(A) and F(-R-‘A) > W. 
Now we treat the cases (2) and (3) separately. 
(2): T-‘A = T, @ - Ik @ Ii implies r(A) = k + 2 and k + 1 2 
dim F(-A) 2 k - 12 1. Let F(-A) = Wf {0}, and put dim F(-A) = s; 
then dim F(-S-‘A) = s - 1. 
(a) Assume dim F( - R- ‘A) = d im F( -A) + 1 = s + 1. If S-‘A and R-‘A 
are both X-exceptional, they have to be of the same type, since r(S- ‘A) = 
r( R-‘A) and s + 1 and s - 1 have the same parity. This is impossible. 
(b) Assume dim F( -R-lA) = dim F( -A) = s. If s = k + 1, then 
F(-R-lA) = B( K’A). So R-‘A = -I, e Ii if it is X-exceptional, and we are 
finished by (1). If s = k, th en dim F(-S-‘A) = k - 1, dim B(S-‘A) = k + 1; 
hence S-‘A is not h-exceptional. If s = k - 1, then dim F(-R-lA) = k - 1, 
dim B(R-‘A) = k + 1; hence R-‘A is not X-exceptional. 
NowletW={O},whichyieldsk=2,r(A)=4,and3gdimF(-A)~l. 
Then A = CqE, px( A) = 1 * F*‘, or A = E, e C, px( A) = px(C), where C is 
any transformation with r(C) = 2 and distinct from -I,. If px( A) = 1 * F*‘, 
then T-lA = T, B) - 1, @ Zi is not X-exceptional, since px(T- ‘A) = ph( A). If 
px( A) # 1 * F*‘, then A = E, (B C and px(C) # 1 * F*‘. So C is not X-excep- 
tional. Let Z be the space on which E, acts; then C = A 1 zI . We can use a 
vector x in Z 1 to construct a X-transvection S such that S- ‘A = E, o T,, 
which is not X-exceptional. 
If W # { 0} and rad F( -A) # {0}, then px( A) = 1 * F*‘; hence T- ‘A is 
not X-exceptional. 
(3): Suppose there is some T such that T- ‘A = Ep @ - Zk (B Ii. This 
implies r(A) = k + 3, k + 2 e dim F( - A) 2 k 2 0. 
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First we deal with the case F( -A) = W + (0). As under (2), put 
dim F( - A) = s; then dim F( - !!-‘A) = s - 1. The discussions of (1) and (2) 
allow us to assume S’A is conjugate to E, @ - 1, CB Ii if it is X-exceptional. 
Then s - 1 = k + 1, r(S-‘A) = k + 2 = s, and so dim F(-R-‘A) z 
dim F( - A) = k + 2 = r( R- ‘A). Hence R- ‘A is conjugate to - &+a d Ii.. 
We are finished, by (1). 
Now let W = {0}, which implies k = 2 or 0. If k = 2, then A = TV 8 E, 
o E,, where (i) or (iii) provides the desired X-transvection. If k = 0, either 
A = S; and we apply (iv), or A = TV B) C where r(C) = 2 and C is not 
conjugate to - I,. By (i), (ii), or (iii) we are finished. 
If W # (0) and rad F(-A) # {O}, th en we apply (i) to (v) as needed to 
complete the proof. n 
For every ~EF*\F *’ there are pl, POE F*’ such that pl + pa = CL, 
which is an immediate consequence of [6, 6.251. Further, let h p E F* with 
Xp #F*2. Then there are x, ycF* such that Xp = x2 + y2. Thus there are 
pl, p2 E F* such that p = pl + p2 and Awl, Xp2 E F*‘. 
THEOREM 3.3. jet A E Sp(2 n, 9) with r(A) = 1. Then 
q A) = 
1 =r(A) if px( A) = 1 . F*2, 
2 = r(A) + 1 if px( A) f 1 . F*2. 
Proof. Clearly, A = T, and px( A) = 1~ * F*2. So 1,(A) = 1 if Xp E F*2 
and Zx( A) > 1 if Xp $ F*2. For Xp $ F*2 we get T, = Tp,TW, with the required 
properties, by the remark just preceding this theorem. n 
THEOREM 3.4. Let A E Sp(2 n, q) with r(A) = 2. In addition, if 9 = 3, 
assume A is not conjugate to E, with X, # F*2. Then 
q A) = 
i 
2 = r(A) ifppx( A) = 1 * F*2 and if A is not h-exceptional, 
3 = r( A) + 1 i.p,,( A) # 1 * F*2 or ifA is X-exceptional. 
Proof. If px( A) # 1 * F*2, or if A is X-exceptional, then clearly 1x( A) > 2. 
We determine the length for each indecomposable type separately. 
(1) First we assume A is not X-exceptional. Then there is a X-transvection 
T such that F(T- ‘A) 2 F( A). 
(a) Let A = T, 8 T,; then px( A) = pv * F*2 = px(T- ‘A) and T- ‘A = TXIIY. 
Now we apply Theorem 3.3. 
(b) Let X~EF *2; then px(E,J = 1 . F*2 = p,,( T- ‘E,) and T- ‘E, = Th. 
(c) Let p EF* and p2 # 1; then px(DJ = (2 - p - p-‘) . F*2 = p,(T-lD,) 
and T-‘D,, = Tq2_p_a-~). 
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(d) Let ~1 E F and x2 + px + 1 be irreducible. Then px(G:) = (CL + 2)F*2 = 
p,(T-‘GJ and T-‘Gi = T,p+2). 
(2) Now assume that A is X-exceptional. 
(a) Let A = - Z2; then T<lA = E, and px( A) = 1 - F*’ = px( Ex). 
(b) Let A = E,, and hp 4 F*2. A counting argument shows that for q > 3 and 
ap~F* with Xp#F *2 there is some cry F* such that h2a2 + Xpe F*2. , 
Therefore E, = TQ Eb~+p, where P~(T,,~z) = px( Exa2+,) = 1 - F*2. Now use 
l(b). n 
THEOREM 3.5. Suppose A E Sp(2n, q) with q > 3. Then 
Ix(A) = r(A) 
( 
ifpPx(A) = 1 *F e2 and A is not h-exceptional, 
r( A) + 1 if px( A) # 1 * F*2 or ifA is X-exceptional. 
Proof. The contention is true by Theorems 3.3 and 3.4 if r(A) = 1,2. 
Now assume r(A) 2 3. We observe again that I,( A) > r(A) if p,,(A) # 1 * F*2 
or if A is X-exceptional. Also, px(T-lA) = ph( A) for any X-transvection with 
F(T-‘A) 2 F(A). 
If A is not X-exceptional, we apply Theorems 3.2, 3.4, 3.3 to get our 
result. The case where A is X-exceptional will be reduced to the preceding 
case. If A is conjugate to (I) in Lemma 3.1, i.e., A = TP @ - Zk and Xp $ F*2, 
then we choose p1 and ha as in the proof of Theorem 3.3 and obtain 
A = (T,, @ Zk)(Tfi, as - Zk) where Xpi, Xp, E F*‘. If A is conjugate to (III), 
then A = (T, @ Zk)(E, @ - Zk). If A is conjugate to (II), i.e. A = EC 8 - Zk, 
then A = (I, @ Th @ Zk)(EC @ E, @ - Z,), which is possible because by as- 
sumption r(A) 2 3. Now px( E, @ E, @ - Zk) = 1 - F*2. This observation 
completes the proof. n 
4. THE SYMPLECTIC GROUP Sp(2n, 3) 
The purpose of this section is to exhibit X-sporadic transformations, show- 
ing that the assumption q > 3 in Theorem 3.5 is necessary. Accordingly, we 
shall assume q = 3 throughout this section. Naturally we shall turn our 
attention to the transformations excluded in Theorems 3.2 and 3.4. We begin 
by dealing with E,, the only transformation of rank 2 whose length has not 
been established yet. 
THEOREM 4.1. jet h, p E Fj’ with Xp 4 F*2. Then I,@,) = 4. 
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Proof. Since A is X-exceptional, we know that Zx( A) > 2 = r(A). Let 





xp2 + I* + +Yp 
and r(T-‘A) = 2. Clearly Xp = -1. If 01 = 0, then /3 + 0 and 
i 
-1 0 





and Z,(T- ‘A) = 3. If 01 # 0, then det(T- ‘A - I) = - 1 # F*2, so that px(T- ‘A) 
# 1 * F*2 and the basic equation is solvable. Therefore again l,(T-‘A) = 3. 
Our contention follows. n 
For h E Fz the transformations S, A and T, CB E, where Xp E F*2, Xv 4 F*2, 
both in Sp(2n, 3), are called X-sporadic of rank 3. 
If A is h-sporadic of rank 3, then A is not X-exceptional and its invariant is 
1 * F*2. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let A E Sp(2n, 3) and r(A) = 3. Assume A is not X- 
sporadic. Then A is one of the following transformations: 
T,@ --I,, T, @ G;, T,‘B Ty@ T,, T, @ E” 
where b 4 F*’ or Xp, Xv E F*‘, or 
S$ 
Furthmnore, 
q A) = 
i 
r( A) ifp,( A) = 1 . F*2 and A is not X-exceptional, 
r( A) + 1 if ph( A) # 1 * F*’ or if A is X-exceptional. 
Proof. Clearly Z,(A) is at least as large as stated. If A is not X-excep- 
tional, then by Theorem 3.2 there is a X-transvection T such that T- ‘A is also 
not X-exceptional and F(T-‘A) 1 F(A). Now use Theorem 3.4. 
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If A is X-exceptional, then A = T, @ - 1, with XZL $ F*‘. We proceed as 
in the proof of Theorem 3.3. n 
THEOREM 4.3. Let X,pEF.$ with XpcF *’ and ti # F*‘. Then l,(T, @ Ey) 
= 4. 
Proof. Clearly, (T, @ E,)( I2 f~ TV) = T, @ - Z2; hence T, @ E, = (T, @ 
- I,)( 1, e T_ “), where T_, is a h-transvection, since here x( - r) = 1 E F*‘. 
Theorem 3.1 implies that 7” @ - I2 is not X-exceptional, since Xp E F*‘; 
hence px(Tfi (B - Z2) = 1 * F*‘. Now by Theorem 4.2, Zx(Tp @ - I,) = 3, 
whence Zh( A) s 4. 
We show now that 1x( A) > 3. Let x = (a, P, y, 6)f; then the basic equa- 
tion x tJAx = - h- ’ yields (Y’ - y2 = 1, which is solvable if and only if y = 0, 
o2 = 1, whence tr(T-‘A) = 4~x7’ = 0. Now T = Z + Xuu’], where u = (A - 
Z)x. Then 
since here Z.L = h- ‘, v = -A-‘, and X-l= X. 
If 6 = 0, then T-IA = Z2 @ E,, which is X-exceptional by Theorem 3.1. If 
6 # 0, then 6’ = 1. We denote by { er, e2, ea, e4} the basis associated with the 
original decomposition of V; then we calculate F(T- ‘A) = (e,, el + de,), 
B(T-‘A) = (e3 + cx6e2, e,), and T-lA(e, + de,) = -(es + cY6e2), T-‘Ae, = 
- e4. Thus T-IA is conjugate to Za e - 12, which is X-exceptional. Therefore, 
Z,(A) > r(A) = 3. 
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